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2 Eliminator Dock Shelter Overview

SOFT-SIDED DOCK SHELTER

The fully impactable Eliminator Dock Shelter is 
loaded with advantages that make it the indus-
try’s most popular soft-sided dock shelter. The 
Eliminator offers full-access sealing plus the 
ultimate in long-term durability.

Eliminator shelters can take hits from off-center 
trailers without suffering expensive damage, 
and allow full, unobstructed access to trailer 
loads.

Ultimate impactability

Rite-Hite’s exclusive poly-wrapped foam side 
frames provide ultimate impactability – re-
maining undamaged even after repeated hits 
by off-center trailers. Side frames can be fully 
compressed and return to their original shape 
and position, time after time.

Ultimate flexibility

Narrow 6”-wide (152 mm) side frames allow 
shelter to fit into narrow spaces, even at high 
projections. This can eliminate the need for 
expensive repositioning of lights, signs and 
electrical conduit. 11’2” (3404 mm) shelter 
footprint stays the same, regardless of projec-
tion

Removable, Reattachable side 
cURtains.

Easily remove, replace or change out Velcro-at-
tached side curtains for maintenance flexibility

GUaRanteed peRfoRmance

Eliminator shelters deliver all these exclusive bene-
fits, and are backed by a standard 36-month
money-back customer satisfaction guarantee when 
ordered with premium fabrics.
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pRodUct details

impactable side frames
Take repeated hits from off-center 

trailers without damage or the need 
for expensive steel bumpers. Po-

ly-wrapped foam side frames give unit 
stability, yet can be fully compressed 

— immediately returning to original 
shape and position if impacted.

hmWpe-wrapped 
foam side frames 

provide vertical stability 
and horizontal flexibility 
at extended projections 

to ensure maximum 
sealing effectiveness 

and longest product life.

integral, fabric-
wrapped rain gutter 
diverts water off sides of 
shelter.

available with fire-
fighter™ heat dissi-
pating protection in 
head curtain to prevent 
burning from heat of 
trailer marker lights.

detachable side curtains
Easily removed for maintenance flexibility 
or to allow increased air flow on the dock. 

Reattach in minutes.

adjustable c-style 
head curtain can be 

raised to accommodate 
taller trailers.

seals around perime-
ter of trailer allowing 
full, unobstructed ac-

cess to trailer loads.

slim profile side 
frames 3404 mm over-
all footprint allows shel-

ter to fit in tight clear-
ance situations. Saves 
cost of moving lights, 

signs, conduit, etc.

fabric canopy header is independent of side 
frames, preventing damage to side frames and 
sagging of header under snow loads.

pivoting canopy header
Protects unit from damage if trailer comes in off-center 
and higher than expected. Integral gutter diverts water 
off sides of unit.

available with high-
strength durathon™ 
- industry’s only fric-
tion-resistant, high-
wear fabric for added 
life.

available with integral 
Gapmaster™ hooks to 
seal trailer door hinge 
gaps, prevent energy 
loss and save hundreds 
of dollars per year in 
energy costs.

available in comboshelter™ design with 
special features to address unique challenges 
at docks serving liftgate and other trailers.



L-50 FOAM BLOCK

HMWPE SHEETS
OVER FOAM BLOCKS

' L '  BRACKETS

50mm x 150mm TREATED WOOD BACKERS

VELCRO " FULL HEIGHT ",
BOTH SIDES

SIDE CURTAIN

25mm FOAM CORD

REINFORCING ON BACKSIDE
OF CURTAIN, FULL HEIGHT

WALL

' Z '  BRACKET

4 Eliminator Dock Shelter Dimensions

contact your Ulti Group Rep

Or visit our website for more infor-
mation on the full line of additional 
solutions, including the PitMaster™ 
Under-leveler Seal. PitMaster com-
ponents help keep facilities cleaner 
and dramatically reduce energy loss 
at the dock.
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(VARIES WITH APPLICATION)

3000mm DOOR WIDTH OPENING MAX.

ULTI ELIMINATOR SOFT SIDED
DOCK SHELTER

ARMOR PLEATS

90mm x 230mm GUIDE STRIPS

25mm FOAM CORD

DOCK DOOR
(CONTACT ULTIGROUP FOR
DOCK DOOR OPTIONS)

HIGH STRENGTH DURATHON FABRIC

HEAVILY WEIGHTED HEAD CURTAIN

HEADER HEIGHT
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2900

OPENING WIDTH
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' L '  BRACKETS

102mm TO 152mm THICK
FOAM BLOCK SIDE FRAME

(VARIES WITH APPLICATION)

3000mm DOOR WIDTH OPENING MAX.
ULTI ELIMINATOR SOFT SIDED
DOCK SHELTER

DOCK DOOR
(CONTACT ULTIGROUP FOR
DOCK DOOR OPTIONS)

DRAFT PADS

REMOVABLE SIDE CURTAINS
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25mm FOAM CORD
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